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Faculty180 Overview

Reported Activities
- Teaching
- Other Teaching Activities
- Scholarship and Creative Activities
- Grants and Contracts
- Service
- Awards and Recognitions

Reporting Purposes
- Annual Report
- Annual Evaluation
- Department, College, Research Center Reports
Sources of Information

User Entry

- Most sections allow manual entry of information
- Some allow importing data from other applications
- Banner (Contact information, Courses Taught)
- Rameses/eTracs (Grants and Contracts)
What Does Faculty180 Look Like?

- The Dashboard will indicate actions needed and link to sections for you to complete.
- Profile includes contact details, degrees, and experience.
- Activities sections are for teaching, research, and service entries.
What Does Faculty180 Look Like?

- Courses Taught, Other Teaching, Administrative and Clinical Practice
- Grants, Publications, and Presentations
- University, Professional, and Community Service
Typical Pattern in Faculty180

- Input form to describe activity
- Activity classifications
- Upload attachments
Typical Pattern in Faculty180
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Have Questions or Need Support?

- Contact your College Coordinator (SuperUser)

- Email: faculty180@ecu.edu

- Submit a Support Ticket on the Faculty180 Site